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Learning about Immigration Law, third edition, is the most up-to-date immigration law book available

and takes into account all of the changes made in immigration law since September 11, 2001. The

text offers real-life examples that make the material come alive for the student and walks the

student through the entire background, process, and tools essential for a legal professionals

mastery of immigration law. The text is designed for everyone from experienced legal professionals

to those who have no formal knowledge of the law. This book also shows the average consumer

how to help a friend, neighbor, or family member with immigration law questions or concerns. It

assumes no previous knowledge and works as an instructional manual discussing immigration law.

There is an Appendix A that provides American Citizenship Preparation guidelines with practice

questions and an Appendix B that includes the most common forms used in immigration matters.

The text also discusses new procedural and substantive laws with detailed explanations about why

these laws were created in the aftermath of 9/11. The text takes a complex subject and breaks it

down into simple terms. It makes the immigration law experience up-to-date, complete, and

enjoyable.
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good and bad. good because it was consistent. bad because it consistently let me down. the best

word to describe the book is "perfunctory". when ever i tried to learn about something that i consider

"basic" i often resorted to google since the book gave no mention of it!(e.g. what are the travel



restrictions on green card holders? google then taught me a green card holder cannot be abroad for

over six months...that's IMPORTANT! how does a u.s. resident qualify to become naturalized?

NOTHING MENTIONED! who are the different government agencies/players that are involved in the

immigration process and what are their role? THAT'S BASICS!).if anyone is interested and willing to

pay for shipping and handling you can have my book for free. (seriously).WARNING: i am planning

to pursue a CAREER in immigration so it's possible that my standards are just unreasonably high.

This is a required text for my class so I had no choice about what text was required. I'm very

disappointed, especially given the price of textbooks, even through . Thank goodness I didn't pay

the full price through college bookstore! It seems more appropriate for a high school civics class. I

find it very superficial, not enough substance; it will give me the basics only. I hope that will be

enough to be able to get a paralegal position in the field. Hopefully administrators will look harder for

a better text, or perhaps a group of readings that offer much of the same material.

Other reviews written on this book were right on. The author is very good at breaking down the law

of immigration so that even the lay person can understand it. The review questions provided in the

material have practical application which actually helps you remember the law in this area.

After looking through the book, I have noticed it has some good detail as to how American

Immigration is dealt with, Including post 9/11 issues. Great book.

This is a helpful book. It is really easy to read. The author uses a kind manner to write that catch my

attention, and the time flies. I recommend it.

Very good up to date text book. Very helpful for my Immingration Law class. Also, almost $20

cheaper than my college book store.

description of quality of the book wasn't really the same!! Not happy!!
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